
Who is Clicklease

Questions?
Contact us:

All credit welcome
Good credit, bad credit, or no credit at all, we have a payment 
plan for you.

No time in business requirements
Clicklease approves small businesses, start-ups, and weekend 
warriors the other financing guys deny. 

Pick your payment
Choose the payments and terms that best fit your budget.

Simple application. Instant approvals.
No “pre-approvals” here. A Clicklease approval is as 
good as cash in hand.

No hard credit pull
Risk-free application and no impact to your personal credit score.

No documents needed
No trip to the bank. No complicated forms. Apply in minutes.

888.509.5592
clicklease.com

Scan the 
QR code 
to apply!
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7 Questions You Should Ask an Equipment Financing Company

We’ve been conditioned to begin any financing conversation with “what’s the rate?” And 
the rate is definitely critical information to consider. But if that’s the only question you ask, 
you probably aren’t finding the best equipment financing option for your small business.

Here are 7 questions you probably aren’t asking, but should be.

1. What’s the monthly payment?
For small businesses, cash flow is king. Comparing rates can seem like a good way 
to evaluate a financing option, but if the monthly payment doesn’t fit your revenue 
expectations and cash flow, then it isn’t the right fit for you. 

2. What’s your Google rating?
You want to work with a reputable financing company—you’ll be working with them 
for a while. A quick Google search should show you a company’s rating and recent 
reviews (if it doesn’t, that’s a red flag). Don’t just take your seller’s word for it. Read 
reviews and recommendations from other small business owners. 

3. Are there seller limitations? Or can I take my approval anywhere?
Some financing companies will get you approved and then tell you they only work 
with select equipment sellers. If you aren’t committed to buying your equipment from 
a particular seller, keep your options open with a financing option that will transfer 
your approval to any equipment seller of your choosing.

4. Do you work with small businesses? What about start-ups?
Many financing companies (especially the old-school options like banks) won’t 
approve small businesses and start-ups. They require 2 years in business, have 
revenue minimums, or won’t finance what they consider “small purchases” (many 
won’t finance less than $50,000).

5. What’s your average turnaround time?
How long will it take to get approved? Once I’m approved, how long will paperwork 
take? Do I need to leave the seller’s warehouse and come back later? Once I’ve 
signed on the dotted line, how long until my seller gets paid and ships the equipment? 
Your business may be able to wait for equipment, but delays are worse when they’re 
unexpected.

6. What information will I need to provide? Will this hurt my credit?
Ask questions to know what the application and approval process looks like. Do you 
need to come prepared with bank statements? Business incorporation records? 
Balance sheets? Also beware: sometimes just applying for financing can ding your 
personal credit score! Not all financing companies do a hard credit check, but it’s 
something to be aware of.

7. What are the terms? 
There’s more to financing terms than the rate and payment amounts. Make sure you 
know the timeline you’re committing to, any collateral and guarantor requirements, 
who owns the equipment, and how maintenance and warrantees work.
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5 Steps to Financing with Clicklease

Step 1:

Find Your Equipment 

Shop for the equipment you need. Clicklease works with thousands of 
equipment sellers around the country. And if your preferred seller doesn’t 
work with Clicklease yet, we can get them signed up in just a few minutes.

Step 2:

Apply with Clicklease

Fill out the fast and easy 8-question application to get the financing you 
need. It’s risk-free and won’t hurt your credit.

Step 3: 

Get Approved

Get your approval decision within seconds of submitting your application. Our 
100% automated process gets you approved faster than anyone else in the 
industry. You’ll see your approval amount and estimated monthly payments 
right in the application.

(Some customers may encounter an additional step that asks for more 
information about your bank and payment history. This step helps us approve 
customers we would otherwise decline. We don’t gain access to your bank 
account, and the information is not saved.)

Step 4:

Sign Your Documents

Once the seller sends us your invoice, we’ll create a lease agreement. Our 
e-sign process lets you review the fine print and sign whenever you’re ready. 
Sign the lease agreement, upload a picture of your driver’s license, and you’re 
good to go!

Step 5:

Get Your Equipment

We pay your selected seller directly for your equipment, so you’ll get 
the equipment just as fast as if you paid cash. The seller will deliver your 
equipment right away. 
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Why Customers Choose Clicklease

What customers 
think of Clicklease

See David’s full story:

Scan me

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=O7qSbjXo-6U

“I couldn’t be any more thankful for 
Clicklease and what they’ve done for 
my company. Some of my pressure 
washing equipment broke down and I 
didn’t have the funds to buy anything 
else. I was only making $25,000 a year. 
My credit’s not very good. But despite 
all that, Clicklease gave me a chance. 

I was able to get upgraded 
equipment which helped me land 
higher paying jobs and this year 
I’m on track to make over $100,000. 
Without their help, it would have 
taken me years to recover from that 
broken down equipment.” 

- David Hilliard, Premium Power 
Washing

“Great experience financing options. 
Easy application and quick instant 
decision. Clicklease will always be an 
option for me.”

- Anna Dzyewycki

“Got all my questions answered, knew 
my cost and payments up front, and 
got good service.”

- Steve Allen

*Data from a 
random survey of 50 
Clicklease partners 
in October 2021.

“Best support company for any small 
business. Great staff and from start 
to finish they make everything an 
easy process to get the equipment 
you need fast…Free quote and no 
pressure on signing, definitely worth 
the 2-minute application to get the 
tools you need now.” 

- Danny J. Price
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